To establish the optimal route layout estimation technology based on reliability optimization, a more accurate and realistic reliability model of a weighted public transit network (PTN) is the indispensable basis. This paper establishes a cascading failures (CFs) perspective based mesoscopic reliability model for measuring PTN survivability. First, a modeling method for abstracting weighted PTN and determining its initial passenger flow and bearing capacity is proposed, making the network passenger flow pattern follow the aggregated flow pattern. Second, three basic concepts (time step, congestion effect of a road section, and CFs judging method) for establishing the CFs model are defined to clarify the overall evolution process of CFs. Furthermore, the aggregated passenger flow evacuation that exists in an emergency occurring at a station (i.e., failure load dynamic redistribution (FLDR)) is considered as a conscious dynamic game process through following the user equilibrium rule. As a result, a novel CFs model that considers congestion effect and user equilibrium evacuation is obtained. Finally, based on the collected data of Jinan's PTN, a case simulation analysis is conducted to verify the adaptability of this model through showing a significantly different dynamics characteristic with the existing FLDR patterns and to provide optimization direction for effectively controlling PTN survivability, that is, guide the transformation among varying FLDR patterns through some technical measures or traffic policies.
Introduction
A new tendency for alleviating traffic congestion, parking problem, and car pollution from the mesoscopic or macroscopic perspective of traffic network is becoming a consensus of both traffic scholars and traffic engineers, that is, emerging traffic network related researches [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Continuing this tendency, a combined transportation mode dominated by "public transit plus nonmotorized mode (e.g., public bicycle)" is considered as the optimal trip mode, that is, transforming the traditional mode into a green and lowcarbon system. "Public transit plus nonmotorized mode (e.g., public bicycle)" can be regarded as "core trip plus last mile trip." Because public transit network (PTN) is the core mode of this combined mode, its reliability plays an important role in ensuring the effective use of public transit system for alleviating urban traffic congestion and is widely concerned by scholars. Many studies were conducted from the perspective of service reliability, including the headway reliability [7, 8] and the running time reliability [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, few researches have focused on the mesoscopic reliability and the system reliability, that is, PTN survivability. PTN survivability originates from complex network theory, and it can be classified as static survivability and dynamic 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering survivability (i.e., CFs) by recognizing whether the failure station or connected edge contributes to the failure of adjacent stations or connected edges. Since 1990s, Watts and Strogatz [13] proposed the small-world network in Nature journal, and Barabasi and Albert [14] subsequently modeled the scale-free network in Science journal; then Albert et al. [15] stated their work on survivability of complex network in Nature journal. Additionally, it should be noted that the CFs are important factors affecting the network reliability and are common in most real complex networks, including cluster supply networks [16] , power grids [17] [18] [19] , social networks [20] , and transportation networks [21] . These pioneering works form a trend to study basic theory such as the complex network and its survivability. In particular, a PTN is a typical complex network; thus it follows the above development process.
Literature Review.
Empirical studies have shown that the PTN is a unified system formed by stations, routes, and their interrelationships. A PTN contains extensive dynamic passenger flow information, making it a large, complex, and dynamic system. In other words, a PTN is a typical complex network [22] [23] [24] , so applying complex network theory on it can reveal the interaction between network topology and function. Following the above development process of complex network survivability, the researches on PTN survivability are divided into the static survivability and the CFs perspective based dynamic survivability.
Regarding the PTN static survivability, Wu et al. [25] measured the network efficiency by minimum transfer frequency; then they found that, because of the influences of large clustering coefficient, the local network efficiency of Beijing's PTN is greatly influenced by the deliberate attacks. Taking the PTNs of major cities all over the world as the examples, Berche et al. [26] analyzed the PTN reliability dynamics under various attack modes. By the combined use of complex network theory and GIS technology, Yang et al. [27] simulated the subway system to deal with the destruction of random attacks and deliberate attacks. Then, they found that the scale-free characteristics of subway system make it possess good survivability when dealing with random attacks rather than deliberate attacks. Through proposing a novel betweenness importance based network structure entropy, Fu et al. [28] developed a new method to measure the PTN static survivability. This method reveals the interaction mechanism among PTN survivability, station heterogeneity, and network structure entropy.
Regarding the CFs perspective based PTN dynamic survivability, by simultaneously analyzing the static survivability and dynamic survivability of Foshan's PTN, Zou et al. [29] found that the key stations can be determined through comparing the similarities and differences between the two types of survivability. Zhang et al. [30] developed the CFs model of Jinan's weighted PTN under single station happening emergency, and, based upon this model, they found that the intensity size of failure station, the station load tolerance parameter, and the station load distribution control parameter have important influences on cascading survivability. He et al. [31] proposed a path navigation strategy that describes the traffic flow spread of PTN and established an improved PTN CFs model. This improved path navigation strategy could make the node load definition value be consistent with the actual flow value. Song et al. [32] designed the key part recognition method of a PTN considering the failure probability and failure consequence; then they further proposed the calculation method of station importance.
To sum up, PTN survivability is an interdisciplinary study of transportation engineering and system science, which has aroused widespread interests among scholars. The above studies have deepened the understanding of PTN reliability from multiple perspectives, especially the CFs perspective based PTN dynamic survivability, which are described in the follows:
(i) What are the CFs and the failure load dynamic redistribution (FLDR) in a weighted PTN?
When an emergency occurs at a key station (i.e., station failure), the passenger flow transited through this station will be evacuated to adjacent stations (i.e., FLDR), which may cause the adjacent stations to exceed their capacity, thus extending the evacuation process. The above process gradually expands outward from the original failure station and may ultimately cause all of the stations in the PTN to fail, as shown in Figure 1 . In particular, this process is described based on an important assumption; that is, the passenger flow volumes transited through these failure stations are strong enough to cause their adjacent stations to fail. However, some adjacent stations will fail and other adjacent stations will not fail; that is, not all adjacent stations fail under the practical circumstance.
Objectives and Contributions.
In this interdisciplinary study, the ultimate objective is to get an accurate and realistic description of the CFs model. It should be noted that previous studies on the PTN CFs essentially focused on network physical topology, although they used the actual networks. This limitation is that it causes CFs to lack the necessary description from the perspective of transportation engineering, which inspires our objectives and contributions to this field.
Reference [33] demonstrated that the origin-destination (OD) path selection behavior of the user (vehicle) is a conscious dynamic game process. Under mesoscopic perspective (CFs are described into a mesoscopic phenomenon in largescale network), the evacuation of bus passenger flow during an emergency is based on a situational assumption because the passenger evacuation (i.e., FLDR) is essentially a type of OD path selection behavior. Additionally, this CFs based mesoscopic reliability model is established under a passenger flow system with aggregated transit pattern; the passenger evacuation is conducted through the vehicle aggregated transit pattern, which does not consider passenger individual behaviors. In other words, there is no such phenomenon where passengers walk from failure station to other stations and only the phenomenon where buses have to change operating routes to skip failure station because the CFs happen under emergencies exists. It simultaneously explains why this cascading failures perspective based reliability model is considered as the mesoscopic reliability model. Thus, an FLDR based on the proportion of adjacent station capacity [30, 34, 35] or on the proportion of coupled capacity [36] , which both lack descriptions of the driver (user) path selection behavior and road congestion effect, does not conform to the actual operation of a PTN.
The contributions of this paper mainly contain three aspects:
(i) One contribution in the aspect of methodological advances is that a CFs perspective based mesoscopic reliability model of a weighted PTN considering congestion effect and user equilibrium evacuation is established to provide a novel perspective for precisely understanding the FLDR triggered by emergencies. This mesoscopic model keeps a balance between description precision and calculation efficiency, making it widely applied in different cities in the future. (ii) One contribution in the aspect of practical application advances is that if a more accurate and realistic reliability model of a weighted PTN is found, it can make a contribution to establishing the optimal route layout estimation technology based on reliability optimization. In other words, this kind of extensive related studies will provide a novel way to plan PTN under the perspective with optimal reliability. (iii) The other contribution in the aspect of practical application advances is that it provides the optimization direction for effectively controlling PTN survivability, that is, guide the transformation among varying FLDR patterns through some technical measures or traffic policies, so as to obtain the optimal cascading survivability under a certain (characterizing the size of the station bearing capacity).
More specifically, a modeling method for establishing weighted PTN and determining its initial passenger flow and bearing capacity is proposed, making the network passenger flow pattern follow the aggregated flow pattern. Second, three basic concepts (time step, congestion effect of a road section, and CFs judging method) for establishing the CFs model are defined to clarify the overall evolution process of CFs. Furthermore, the aggregated passenger flow evacuation that exists in an emergency occurring at a station (i.e., FLDR) is considered as a conscious dynamic game process through following the user equilibrium rule. As a result, a novel CFs model that considers congestion effect and user equilibrium evacuation is obtained. Finally, based on the collected data of Jinan's PTN, a case simulation analysis is conducted to verify the adaptability of this model through showing a significantly different dynamics characteristic with the existing FLDR patterns and to provide optimization direction for effectively controlling PTN survivability, that is, guide the transformation among varying FLDR patterns through some technical measures or traffic policies. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the modeling method and mechanism of a weighted PTN. The modeling process of the CFs model for a weighted PTN is presented in Section 3. The case study of Jinan's PTN is presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 contains the summaries and prospects.
Modeling Method of a Weighted PTN
2.1. Modeling Process. This paper establishes the weighted PTN by using the modified space method, which describes the passenger flow carried by the PTN based on the aggregation method [30, 36] . More specifically, if one bus route sequentially passes through two adjacent stations, then there is a connected edge between the two stations. Then, the edge weights are relative values of the bus route density and the departure frequency of the two stations. Through a simple example shown in Figure 2 , the modeling process of this method is presented. Route 1 consists of stations V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , and V 4 , and its relative frequency (expressed as RF) is equal to 2; route 2 consists of stations V 1 , V 2 , V 5 , and V 6 , and RF = 1.5; and route 3 consists of stations V 7 , V 5 , V 6 , V 4 , and V 3 , and RF = 1.
A weighted PTN consists of the node set , the edge set , and the weighted adjacency matrix , as shown in (1). The weighted adjacency matrix is calculated following this example: V 1 V 2 is the multiple edge between stations V 1 and V 2 , and its weight is calculated as 1 × RF route1 + 1 × RF route2 = 2 + 1.5 = 3.5; that is, V 1 V 2 = 3.5 and 12 = 3.5. Additionally, no edge exists between stations V 1 and V 3 , so 13 
] .
(1)
Determining Passenger Flow Pattern.
Continuing the above modeling concept, the stations are regarded as the generating sources of passenger flow, and the edges (road sections) are regarded as the carriers for achieving passenger flow transit between adjacent stations. Thus, the initial passenger flow and bearing capacity of network can be defined based on the stations. The initial station passenger flow (load) and bearing capacity (capacity) were defined in our previous study [36] . More specifically, the station intensity V is the most important topological property of the weighted PTN, which is defined as the sum of weights of the connected edges directly connected to station V . The stations with larger intensity correspond to the stations with higher route density and larger passenger flow volume. For example, the intensity of station V 4 in Figure 2 is obtained by aggregating 34 = 3 and 64 = 1; that is, V 4 is the sum of the 4th row or 4th column of weighted adjacency matrix . Reference [36] showed that the station load not only is closely related to its key topological properties but also has a certain linear relationship with the number of adjacent stations. The larger the number of adjacent stations is, the more frequent the load transits between stations will be. Thus, the initial load V and capacity V of station V are defined as follows:
where Γ V denotes the adjacent station set of station V , V ∈ Γ V ;
V denotes the intensity of station V ; and V denotes the intensity of station V ; denotes the load weight adjustment parameter ( ∈ [0, 1]), which is negatively correlated with the impact of the adjacent stations, and it can actively adjust the impact weight of the adjacent stations when the station load is defined; denotes the control parameter of the load distribution ( ≥ 1), which is positively correlated with the heterogeneity of PTN, and its variation has a certain internal relationship with the future CFs evolution of a PTN; and denotes the station load tolerance parameter, which characterizes the size of the station bearing capacity. Therefore, a station can be in one of two states, that is, the normal state or the failure state. Combining the actual operation characteristics of a PTN, the states of station V (expressed as SS V ) are divided into the normal state (expressed as SS normal V ) and failure state (expressed as SS failure V ), shown as follows:
The above processes determine the initial passenger flow and bearing capacity of a weighted PTN, and the passenger flow patterns determined using the above method follow the aggregated flow pattern. In particular, the passenger flow does not exist in the form of a route transit but rather exists in the form of road section transit under the aggregated flow pattern. In other words, the multiple routes running between two stations are treated as a unified system without a common route problem. Additionally, because of the special modeling process, the established passenger flow system is essentially the average passenger flow system of certain period of time, which does not consider the traffic time-varying conditions.
CFs Model of a Weighted PTN

Three Basic Concepts
Time
Step. A special time scale for dynamically modeling CFs needs to be introduced; that is, the CFs process of a PTN is divided into different time steps in accordance with the time order, and the time step is expressed as : = 1, 2, 3 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ . Time step is the discrete time scale that describes the dynamic update of the station load. Therefore, the CFs model is described as the nonlinear dynamic system with time-space discretization under this time scale.
In particular, time step does not represent a moment of time but rather represents a certain length of time that is sufficiently long to complete load transit between two stations under CFs conditions, as shown in Figure 3 . Each time step consists of three time points, that is, the beginning point, middle point, and end point. For example, time step = consists of the beginning of = , the middle of = , and the end of = . the dependence of the road section (edge) impedance on traffic flow. The road section impedance is also known as the congestion effect of a road section, but most previous works ignore its existence when describing FLDR. Because it is measured using the impedance function, this paper proposes a modified impedance function based on the American Bureau of Public Roads function (BPR function) and the topological characteristics of a weighted PTN. More specifically, the impedance V V , = of road section V V in = is defined as follows:
Congestion Effect of a Road
where the parameters = 0.15 and = 4 are typically used;
V V , = denotes the flow of road section V V in = ; and 0 V V (zero-flow impedance) denotes the travel time on road section V V when there is no flow and is closely related to the betweenness of the road sections, as shown in (8) . Cp V V denotes the connected edge transit capacity of road section V V and has no relationship with . Analogously referring to [37] , the connected edge transit capacity is defined as follows, which characterizes the road section capacity of public transit:
where V V denotes the betweenness of road section V V (edge betweenness), that is, the number of shortest paths through road section V V , and it is calculated based on the geospatial PTN. More specifically, the geospatial PTN is established by using space method [30, 36] , and it is closely related to the urban road network, particularly to the urban road network in which the PTN operates. denotes the control parameter of zero-flow impedance of the road section, which is positively correlated with the heterogeneity of zeroflow impedance of the road section, and it can actively control the uniformity of the network initial impedance distribution.
denotes the control parameter of the connected edge transit capacity, which is positively correlated with the road section's ability to transit the passenger flow of a certain traffic mode. In other words, the parameter can effectively control the capacity of the road section between two adjacent stations, according to the key topological characteristics.
Therefore, the modified impedance function is defined as follows:
Because V V is the road section betweenness of the special urban road network in which the PTN operates, 0 V V considers the influences of public transit mode, private car mode, and other traffic modes. By adding 0 V V to (6), the modified impedance function lower V V , = also considers the influences of these traffic modes; that is, the proposed characterization method of congestion effect has considered the influences of public transit mode, private car mode, and other traffic modes on the urban road.
CFs Judging Method
(i) Station Cascade State. Clarify the difference between the station cascade state proposed in this subsection and the station state defined in Section 2. The CFs happening to the station must meet two basic conditions: the station is in the failure state (determined by (3)) and has an adjacent station set. If a station does not have effective adjacent stations, then its load cannot be transited in the network; that is, the FLDR does not exist and this part of load is completely paralyzed. Accordingly, the station cascade state is defined to characterize this circumstance. More specifically, station V fails in = (V ∈ Γ V , = ); then, whether the network continues the CFs in = + 1 is determined by the state transition function V of station V (this paper specifies that station V fails earlier than station V , and station V is adjacent to station V (V ∈ Γ V , = )), shown as follows:
where CSS V , = +1 denotes the cascade state of station V in = + 1, which can be further divided into the state of continuing CFs (expressed as CSS failure V , = +1 ) and that of terminating CFs (expressed as CSS normal V , = +1 ). Figure 4 shows mechanism of state transition function. Stations V 6 and V 7 simultaneously fail at the beginning of = 2; that is, stations V 6 and V 7 are in failure states SS
and SS failure V 7 , =2 , respectively, whereas station V 2 is in normal state otherwise, it is in the cascade state CSS normal V 6 , =2 . Therefore, V 2 ,
, and V 7 are shown as follows:
(ii) Load Updating Rule. Taking station V 6 in Figure 4 as an example, the load updating rule of CFs model is illustrated. More specifically, station V 6 receives the redistributed load from station V 5 at the end of = 1; then its load is updated at the beginning of = 2. Therefore, formulate the above process as follows:
where Δ V 5 →V 6 , =1 denotes the redistributed load transited from failure station V 5 to the adjacent station V 6 at the middle of = 1. This load can be determined using the user equilibrium assignment algorithm under the CFs, which is proposed in Section 3.3. terminate the CFs, as shown in (13) . In other words, station V terminates the CFs when it is not in the failure state or does not have an adjacent station set.
Overall Evolution Process of CFs.
The overall evolution process of CFs can be divided into plenty of stages in terms of the order of the time steps. More specifically, the failure station is graded by the time step when it fails, that is, the th grade failure stations are the stations that fail in = , which can be expressed as the failure station set Φ = . Furthermore, the overall evolution process of FLDR is described through the simple example in Figure 5 . In this figure, station V 5 fails at the beginning of = 1, and its load V 5 , =1 is redistributed to the adjacent station set Γ V 5 , =1 = {V 2 , V 6 , V 7 } following certain rules (such as FLDR following user equilibrium). The redistributed load is transited at the middle of = 1 and the adjacent stations receive it at the end of = 1. Then,
} is updated at the beginning of = 2; that is,
, and V 7 , =2 = V 7 , =1 + Δ V 5 →V 7 , =1 , respectively. At this moment, stations V 6 and V 7 are determined by judging criteria to continue the CFs but that station V 2 is determined to terminate the CFs. Therefore, at the middle of = 2, V 6 , =2 is redistributed to Γ V 6 , =2 = {V 4 } according to (9) , while V 2 , =2 and V 7 , =2 are not redistributed according to (8) and (10), respectively. Finally, Γ V 6 , =3 = { V 4 , =3 } is updated at the beginning of = 3 (i.e., V 4 , =3 = V 4 , =2 + Δ V 6 →V 4 , =2 ).
In particular, the following should be noted:
(i) The CFs model is proposed as a mesoscopic reliability model; thus not all microscopic individual behaviors are taken into consideration. In other words, the CFs model keeps a balance between description precision and calculation efficiency, which is proven to be advantageous in application through extensive empirical studies such as cluster supply networks [16] , power grids [17] [18] [19] , and public transit network [36, 38] . (ii) This mesoscopic reliability model is established under a passenger flow system with aggregated transit pattern; the passenger evacuation (i.e., FLDR) is conducted through the vehicle aggregated transit pattern, which does not consider individual behaviors. In other words, there is no such phenomenon where passengers walk from failure station to other stations. Additionally, the buses have to change operating routes to skip failure station because the CFs happen under emergencies.
FLDR following User Equilibrium
User Equilibrium Model under CFs.
Wardrop's first principle is also known as the user equilibrium problem. In this learning process, the road network will reach the equilibrium under the circumstance that users have a clear understanding of the road network and try to choose the shortest route. Therefore, all used paths have equal and minimized travel time, and no user may decrease his travel time through unilateral action [39] . The user equilibrium problem is to find the edge flows that satisfy the user equilibrium rule when all the origin-destination entries have been appropriately assigned. To better understand this principle, Beckmann et al. [40] transformed the user equilibrium problem into an equivalent mathematical programming model, which effectively describes the user equilibrium problem, that is, the user equilibrium model. Due to the edges' existing congestion effect which is usually ignored, this paper considers the FLDR to be a conscious dynamic game process through following the user equilibrium rule. The adopted user equilibrium model is used for capturing changes in the route choice behavior of the users in the case of a failure in the network. This route choice behavior is the cumulative result of individual decisions made by rational users who tend to minimize the generalized cost of their own trips based on their previous experiences in the network. However, this behavior may change when a failure occurs in the network because private car users and bus drivers cannot accurately estimate the travel times in the network under this condition. Additionally, although stochastic user equilibrium models are expected to provide better approximations of the route choice behavior of unexperienced users when a failure occurs in reality, the FLDR is still considered to follow the user equilibrium rule because these two models are similar when the network is crowded [33] . Indeed, the network is crowded when CFs occur, and the user equilibrium model can be better applied in a large-scale network. Therefore, we assume that all users have perfect perception on the impedances of different road sections based on the Advanced Traffic Information System (ATIS) and that the network state condition is relatively steady.
Analogously referring to the convex combination method proposed by Sheffi [33] for solving user equilibrium problem and the actual PTN operation characteristics, this paper proposes a method for transforming FLDR into a general user equilibrium problem under a single time step (Δ = 1), as shown in Figure 5 . For example, station V 5 fails at the beginning of = 1, and its load V 5 , =1 is redistributed to the adjacent station set Γ V 5 , =1 = {V 2 , V 6 , V 7 } following the user equilibrium rule, that is, the FLDR that follows user equilibrium evacuation.
The steps are as follows.
Step 1. Failure station V 5 is considered the starting point V of the OD pair ⟨V V ⟩.
Step 2. The adjacent station set Γ V 5 , =1 = {V 2 , V 6 , V 7 } is considered the ending point V of the OD pair ⟨V V ⟩, and stations V 2 , V 6 , and V 7 are connected to V through the dummy edges (purple dotted edges V 2 V , V 6 V , and V 7 V in Figure 5 ), which are different paths between the OD pair ⟨V V ⟩.
Step 3. The three paths of the OD pair
Step 4. The impedances of the dummy edges are set equal to each other, so that their influences on the congestion effect can be neglected. Thus, the congestion effect on the paths ({ V V 2 , V 2 V }, { V V 6 , V 6 V }, and { V V 7 , V 7 V }) is essentially characterized using the impedances of V V 2 , =1 , V V 6 , =1 , and
Step 5. The failure load V 5 , =1 is considered the total travel volume V V , = of the OD pair ⟨V V ⟩.
Step 6. The FLDR between failure station V 5 and its adjacent station set Γ V 5 , =1 is transformed into the user equilibrium distribution of the total travel volume V 5 , =1 on paths
Thus, the user equilibrium model under the CFs is defined as follows:
where Γ V , = denotes the adjacent station set of station V in = ; V ∈ Γ V , = ; V V (⋅) denotes the impedance function of 8 Mathematical Problems in Engineering road section V V , which uses the BPR function given in (4); V V , = denotes the passenger flow of the th path connecting to the OD pair (V V ) in = ; and V V , = denotes the total travel volume of the OD pair (V V ) in = , that is, the load V , = of failure station V . Equation (15) is the conservation relation between all path passenger flows and the OD total travel volume. Equation (16) ensures that all path passenger flows are positive; and (17) 
User Equilibrium Assignment Algorithm under the CFs.
The Frank-Wolfe algorithm, a kind of convex combination algorithm, was originally used to solve quadratic programming problems with linear constraints [41] and was later used to solve the user equilibrium model [42] . This method is emphasized in this paper for its effectiveness in determining the equilibrium flows for transportation networks [43] . Based on the Frank-Wolfe algorithm and the user equilibrium model under the CFs, the user equilibrium assignment algorithm under a single time step (Δ = 1) is proposed, shown as follows.
Step 0 (initializing).
Step 0.1. Grade the failure stations. Each station of the weighted PTN is given a unique number V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V , and the stations that fail at the beginning of = are expressed as the failure station set Φ = , that is, the th grade failure stations.
Step 0.2. Determine the OD pair of FLDR and the zero-flow impedance. During this time step, a new station is randomly selected from set Φ = , which contains multiple adjacent road sections (i.e., adjacent road section set { V V | V ∈ Γ V , = }, such as = 2, 3, 4 in Figure 5 ) connected to the adjacent station set Γ V , = . Furthermore, let the impedance for each adjacent road section be the zero-flow impedance; that is,
Step 0.3. Load the initial redistribution load. Based on the "all-or-nothing" method, the road section with the minimum impedance in the adjacent road section set { V V | V ∈ Γ V , = } will load the OD total travel volume V , = , thus obtaining the adjacent road section flow set { V V , = | V ∈ Γ V , = }. Then, set counter ℎ = 1.
Step 1 (updating the impedance of the road section). For all adjacent road sections V V , let
Step 2 (determining the search direction). According to the updated { ℎ V V , = | V ∈ Γ V , = }, V , = is loaded onto the road section that has the minimum impedance based on the "all-or-nothing" method, thus obtaining the auxiliary road section flow set {
Step 3 (determining the iterative step size using linear search). To solve the one-dimensional minimal problem,
let its solution be , that is, the iterative step size.
Step 4 (updating the flow of the road section). For all adjacent road sections V V , let
Step 5 (judging convergence). If it satisfies
then the FLDR of this failure station stops iterating, and the algorithm goes to Step 6; otherwise, set ℎ = ℎ + 1 and go to
Step 1 ( is a smaller number, and its general value is 0.0001).
Step 6 (ending the judgment of a single time step). The algorithm ends when all stations in set Φ = are selected. In particular, the flow set { ℎ+1 V V , = | V ∈ Γ V , = } is the user equilibrium flow pattern for FLDR in = .
Measurement Indicator
Ratio of Station CFs.
The number of initial failure stations is ℎ; then their loads are redistributed to adjacent stations; when PTN terminates CFs, the number of stations that ultimately fail is . Therefore, the ratio of station CFs (expressed as RCF) is defined as follows:
where denotes the total number of stations in PTN;
denotes the number of failure stations in = .
The smaller RCF is under a certain parameter combination, the fewer failure stations there will be, demonstrating a larger cascading survivability.
Global and Local Ratios of CFs in a Time
Step. The number of CFs in a time step (expressed as TCF = :
) was proposed in previous work, which can intuitively describe the complex dynamic evolution process of CFs [36] . It should be noted that this measurement indicator can measure the overall CFs evolution process but cannot effectively describe the local strength of the CFs. Therefore, TCF = is extended to the global ratio of the CFs in a time step (expressed as RTCF global, = ) and the local ratio of CFs in a time step (expressed as RTCF local, = ), which can be defined as follows:
Mathematical Problems in Engineering   9 where Γ Φ = −1 denotes the adjacent station set of all stations contained in set Φ = −1 ; Γ Φ = −1 denotes the number of stations of set Γ Φ = −1 . RTCF global, = can be used to intuitively observe the CFs strength of each time step, and the time step with the largest CFs strength is the best time to optimize and control cascading survivability. RTCF local, = can effectively describe the CFs local strength of each time step.
To sum up, this paper provides a full viewing perspective for better understanding CFs, that is, the aggregated and discretized perspectives (i.e., RCF and RTCF global, = − RTCF local, = ) and the global and local perspectives (i.e., RTCF global, = and RTCF local, = ).
Case Simulation Study
Data Description and Simulation Initialization.
Jinan city is one of the top ten congested cities in China [43] and its balance between supply and demand of traffic is extremely fragile. To alleviate the urban traffic congestion and improve the efficiency of limited road resource utilization, a welldeveloped ground public transit system has been established. The case study encompasses 195 bus routes and 1433 bus stations and the processed relative departure frequency of each bus route from Jinan in May 2014, which are taken as the sample data [44] . This study data is open to all researchers by visiting the website of Jinan public transit company (i.e., "http://www.jnbus.com.cn"), but it needs collecting and subsequently processing the data by ourselves because the data is in the form of public transit schedules. An important discovery, which is that Jinan's PTN is a typical complex network, has been obtained by analyzing the detailed topology characteristics in our previous work, that is, [28, 36, 45] . Different from the conventional research based on the WattsStrogatz (WS) small-world and Barabási-Albert (BA) scalefree network models [13, 14] , verifying the adaptability of a CFs model based on an actual PTN has more practical significance. Thus, based on the proposed modeling method of a weighted PTN, Jinan's weighted PTN is established.
Furthermore, the proposed CFs perspective based mesoscopic reliability model is simulated based on a self-designed MATLAB program. Its adaptability is verified by showing a significantly different dynamics characteristic with the existing CFs models for measuring PTN survivability. More specifically, the dynamics characteristic of the proposed FLDR that follows user equilibrium evacuation (expressed as FLDR 1) is compared with the dynamics characteristics of the FLDR that follows average evacuation [46] (expressed as FLDR 2; i.e., the load of failure station is averagely distributed to its adjacent stations.) and the FLDR based on the proportion of adjacent station capacity [30, 34] (expressed as FLDR 3).
For improving the sensitivity of simulation experiment, a high-sensitivity control parameters combination of the proposed CFs model needs to be selected as the basic comparison parameter combination. The basic comparison parameter combination is also called the experience value combination, which can be obtained using actual data from Jinan's PTN and a typical test method. More specifically, the experience value of parameter is 0.7, the experience value of parameter is 6.5, the experience value of parameter is 0.8, and the experience value of parameter is 1.1. Additionally, the simulation experiment focuses on the station with the maximum load which failed when ∈ [0,2], and the simulation step size is = 0.02.
Simulation Analysis.
The simulation experiments were performed on a Dell machine equipped with Windows 10 × 64 operating system and an Intel Core i7-7700HQ processor (CPU 2.8 GHz × 4), RAM 8 GB. Under this computer simulation environment, we operate three selfdesigned MATLAB programs for three FLDR patterns, which are all operated in the state of MATLAB program starting parallel pool connected to 4 workers. Thus, the simulation time consumptions of FLDR 1, FLDR 2, and FLDR 3 are, respectively, 547.473 s, 308.735 s, and 252.187 s, preliminarily demonstrating that the dynamics evolutions of three FLDR patterns are significantly different.
The smaller the RCF is under the parameter combination ( = 0.7, = 6.5, = 0.8, and = 1.1), the fewer the failure stations there will be, demonstrating larger cascading survivability. Figure 6 shows the dynamic evolution of under varying FLDR rules. This figure approximately follows RCF
FLDR3 , indicating that different FLDRs drive a quite huge difference of dynamic evolution characteristics. This difference validates the need for studying the FLDR pattern. Due to the network used for simulating being an actual weighted PTN, we think that FLDR 1 measures and captures the CFs more realistically based on the two following reasons: (i) The congestion effect that existed in road section where the buses and other traffic modes are running has been agreed by extensive traffic scholars and engineers [33, 37] , and this effect will have a significant impact on the FLDR. (ii) Different from the abstract theoretical network model and the power grids, the dynamic evolution of transportation network is affected by the drivers and passengers, that is, the various human behaviors. Thus, the FLDR following user equilibrium evacuation is a more realistic pattern, which is essentially a conscious dynamic game process.
Additionally, it should be noted that Figure 6 also provides optimization direction for effectively controlling PTN survivability. For example, this paper considers that FLDR 1 is more close to the realistic situation, so we can control the FLDR by observing which FLDR pattern has the optimal cascading survivability under certain (characterizing the size of the station bearing capacity).
RTCF global, = and RCF have the same measurement effect under the overall perspective of CFs evolution. Comparatively, RTCF global, = can be used to intuitively observe the CFs strength of each time step, and the time step with the largest CFs strength is the best time to optimize and control cascading survivability. Figure 7 shows the dynamic evolution of RTCF global, = under varying FLDR rules, which more intuitively verifies the conclusions obtained from Figure 6 . Additionally, by observing Figure 7(c) , it indicates that the FLDR based on the proportion of adjacent station capacity is the optimal pattern with the largest cascading survivability. This interesting phenomenon points out the direction that we can make efforts, that is, guide FLDR 1 to be transformed into FLDR 3 through some technical measures or traffic policies.
RTCF local, = can effectively describe the local strength of the CFs. More specifically, the larger RTCF local, = is under a certain parameter combination, the larger the local strength of the CFs will be in this time step, demonstrating smaller local cascading survivability. Figure 8 shows the dynamic evolution of RTCF local, = under varying FLDR rules, which indicates that the CFs following FLDR 3 have the minimum local strength of the CFs with a huge difference to the other two FLDR patterns. The minimum local strength of the CFs signifies that the CFs can be more easily controlled in a certain time step , the discrete time scale. This phenomenon further demonstrates the significance of guiding FLDR 1 to be transformed into FLDR 3 through some technical measures or traffic policies.
Summary and Prospect
The CFs perspective based mesoscopic reliability model of a weighted PTN is the interdisciplinary study between the transportation engineering and system science, and its ultimate objective is to get an accurate and realistic description of the CFs model which can quantitatively measure the PTN survivability. To overcome the limitation of conventional research methodology that previous studies on the PTN CFs essentially focused on network physical topology although they used the actual networks, this paper establishes a CFs perspective based mesoscopic reliability model of a weighted PTN considering congestion effect and user equilibrium evacuation. First, a modeling method for abstracting weighted PTN and determining its initial passenger flow and bearing capacity is proposed, making the network passenger flow pattern follow the aggregated flow pattern. Second, three basic concepts (time step, congestion effect of a road section, and CFs judging method) for establishing the CFs model are defined to clarify the overall evolution process of CFs. Furthermore, the aggregated passenger flow evacuation that exists in an emergency occurring at a station is considered as a conscious dynamic game process through following the user equilibrium rule. As a result, a novel CFs model that considers congestion effect and user equilibrium evacuation is obtained. Finally, based on the collected data of Jinan's PTN, a case simulation analysis is conducted to verify the adaptability of this model through showing a significantly different dynamics characteristic with the existing FLDR patterns and to provide optimization direction for effectively controlling PTN survivability, that is, guide the transformation among varying FLDR patterns through some technical measures or traffic policies. Although this paper is based on real PTN data, the parameter settings of the new CFs model are mostly based on empirical assumptions. Additionally, the established weighted PTN is essentially the average passenger flow system of certain period of time, which does not consider the traffic timevarying conditions. In the future, the authors will use the big data platform of PTN to calibrate the parameters and consider the influences of traffic time-varying conditions, so as to provide a more accurate and realistic reliability model for establishing the optimal route layout estimation technology based on reliability optimization.
